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Abstract
In a standard regression model, one assumes that both the inputs and outputs are
finite dimensional vectors. We address a variant of the regression problem, the
distribution regression task, where the inputs are probability measures. Many im-
portant machine learning tasks fit naturally into this framework, including multi-
instance learning, point estimation problems of statistics without closed form an-
alytical solutions, or tasks where simulation-based results are computationally ex-
pensive. Learning problems formulated on distributions have an inherent two-
stage sampled challenge: only samples from sampled distributions are available
for observation, and one has to construct estimates based on these sets of sam-
ples. We propose an algorithmically simple and parallelizable ridge regression
based technique to solve the distribution regression problem: we embed the dis-
tributions to a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, and learn the regressor from the
embeddings to the outputs. We show that under mild conditions (for probabil-
ity measures on compact metric domains with characteristic kernels) this solution
scheme is consistent in the two-stage sampled setup. Specially, we establish the
consistency of set kernels in regression (a 15-year-old open question) and offer
an efficient alternative to existing distribution regression methods, which focus on
compact domains of Euclidean spaces and apply density estimation (which suffers
from slow convergence issues in high dimensions).
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